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Secure. 

GRAVITY:

The New Force of Certainty in Key Control



In the U.S. today, nearly 15 million master key sets are in use with 

millions spent annually on key rings and cabinet systems to account 

for keys before and after a shift. However, little to none is spent on 

preventing workers from losing keys during their shift. Such human error 

is behind disastrous key loss events occurring around the world, each 

a reminder that accountability is not preventability.

Thousands of hours are wasted every day, searching for misplaced 

keys and access cards that are eventually found. If you could prevent 

misplacing a set of keys again, would you?

On top of the panic created by an actual key loss event, re-keying a 

multi-tenant high-rise can cost well over $100,000 and take weeks 

to finish. If you could ensure the elimination of master key loss for less 

than 25 cents per day, would you do it?

Gravity, is the first and only industrial-grade, digital tethering device that 

eliminates human error from master key loss. Because Gravity tethers the 

keys while surrounding workers with a protective force field wherever 

they go. When keys breach its five step perimeter, Gravity lets you 

know. The keys always come back, disaster averted.

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:

“The Gravity solution provides premier companies like Securitas 
the best overall protection against high costs associated with a 
set of lost master keys. We’d rather focus our resources on key 
loss prevention technology than on paying high insurance de-
ductibles,” 

Wallace Kelley, Branch Manager, Securitas Security



BENEFITS
Preemptive: As workers do their job, GRAVITY 

does its magic ensuring keys are always kept 

close at hand. You’ll never have to find them 

because they’re never lost in the first place.

Ease-of-Use: GRAVITY is easily removed by 

pressing on the key unit’s thumb release button 

and returning to the belt unit with a simple click 

and snap.

ROI: Prevent even one temporary key loss event 

from happening and GRAVITY has paid for itself.



FEATURES
Three Way Separation Alarm: When keys separate, 

the alert is instant and fool-proof. Belt and key units 

emit unique alarms based on feel (vibration of belt 

unit), audio (chirp and louder 85 dB alarm on key 

unit), and visual (strobe on key unit).

Industrial-Grade Quality: GRAVITY is designed for 

industrial environments with usability in mind. The 

vibration feature can be felt through heavy utility 

belts and the 85 dB audio alarm can be heard in 

loud environments. GRAVITY runs on standard AAA 

batteries with an average life of six months. Once 

batteries reach 20% capacity, a warning chirp alerts 

users that they need to be replaced.

Scalability: Multiple GRAVITY units can work in close 

proximity to one another because each key unit 

is uniquely married to its belt unit via an RF signal 

generator.

Storability: The key unit can be un-paired from the 

belt unit and placed in a low-power state for off-shift 

storage within an access control cabinet. Removal 

from storage without re-holstering to a belt unit  

causes an alarm.



ABOUT
Randy Neely is the founder of Tether Technologies, Inc. Having spent more than 40 years in the con-
tract security and property management industries, Randy saw a glaring need for a key control system 
that would actually prevent the loss of keys. On multiple occasions, Randy dealt with situations where 
master keys were lost or misplaced, ultimately costing facility owners tens of thousands of dollars in 
re-keying expenses. The ability to eliminate those situations drove Randy to develop the idea for the ekt 
(electronic key tether).

Randy was president and CEO of Northwest Protective Service, a regional security company in the 
Pacific Northwest. Previously, he was regional vice president of ABM security services for 21 years, 
and Regional Manager for the Universal Protection Services. Randy also managed residential and 
high-rise properties in Southern California and worked in security for the hospitality industry. Randy is 
the past president of the Washington State Security Council.

John Suryan joined Tether Technologies as CEO in August 2012. He has more than 25 years of 
experience in technology, commercial real estate, private equity, accounting and finance industries. 
John was a co-founder and president of officespace.com (founded in 1995 and launched in Janu-
ary of 1996) until he sold the company in late 2010. During John’s tenure at officespace.com, the 
company grew from an internet start-up to an industry leading brand. The company went from 200 
office buildings in downtown Seattle to having an inventory of over 20,000 commercial buildings in 
approximately 150 US cities.

Prior to founding officespace.com, John was a senior associate at The Norman Company, a full 
service commercial real estate firm that was acquired in 1998 by Trammell Crow Company. As a 
commercial real estate broker and project manager at The Norman Company, he provided office 
searches and negotiated leases for major companies in the Northwest region including Simpson 
Investment Company, Cole & Weber, HomeStreet Bank, Airborne Express and Metro. Previously, John 
worked as an auditor for Main Hurdman KMG, an international accounting firm now part of KPMG 
International.

John is a certified public accountant (inactive), licensed real estate broker and holds a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in accounting from the University of Washington. He is an active angel investor with a keen 
interest in early stage startups.

Sam Traff, COO, has over 30 years of experience in the areas of finance, operations, business 
development and management. He has held senior executive and consulting roles in companies 
operating in the areas of real estate development, senior housing, vision, legal, clean tech, hardware 
and software development. Some of the companies he has worked for include VisionLink, Webforia 
and Anastasiou Development. Sam was a co-founder of IRequest and IndieTV. He started his career 
with Touche Ross where he spent six years in the audit department. Sam is a Certified Public Accoun-
tant (inactive) and licensed Real Estate Broker. He holds an MBA in Finance and a Bachelor of Arts in 
Accounting from the University of Washington.



AVAILABILITY & PRICING

TO PLACE YOUR 
ORDER
Orders can be placed online or via phone. Shipping, handling, and 

applicable taxes are extra.

Order Online - http://tethertech.com/store/

Order by Phone - 234-206-0304

The Tether GRAVITY is currently available for purchase in the US and 

Canada for $199.95 per unit with quantity and dealer discounts 

available. GRAVITY comes standard with a 30-day no questions 

asked money back guarantee and a 90-day limited warranty.

Never Risk Losing Master Keys or  
Access Cards Again!


